JOHN GROGAN
MC’s version
The harassing phone calls…
We have received harassing phone calls from John Grogan and Lisa
Javoric regarding us advertising on PolygraphPlace.com.
J.G. Quote ” What the f*** are you doing on this website, this is my
advertising spot. I can’t tell you where to advertise but I will consider you
as a hostile competitor, and I will shut you down. You will never work as a
polygraph examiner again, I will do polygraph exams for only $25.00 just to
put you out of business. I have done it before.” “Ralph and I do each
other favors all the time (help each other out)”. So we changed the
cities. He further stated “ I am an old and good friend of Ralph Hilliards
and I could call him, saying you are fraudulent and he would remove you
from the website and you won’t get your money back, but I won’t.”
He also told us we will get some unusual phone calls from friends of his or
Lisa’s; they will be checking up on us to see what we say to people
regarding polygraphs and what we charge.
In the beginning of our “ training” he said that he is not worried about
competition, his words “ There is enough business to go around, I am not
worried about it. “
John Grogan’s training instructions….
1. Do not get insurance unless we plan on conducting employee
exams.
2. It is not dangerous to go to people’s homes to conduct exams,
even for a female examiner
3. Give the examinee the results at their house immediately following
the exam.
4. Never audio or/and videotape a polygraph exam because it is a
waste of time and not necessary.
5. Do not use the fanny pad or the foot pad.
6. Conduct the coin test as an Acquaintance test (even though it is
not used anymore).

7. Purchase Limestone from Canada because the other 3 brands are
old and not state of the art. (We later learned that he has a deal
with James Brown.)
8. Don’t bother going to a Polygraph Academy, it’s a waste of money
and time, you know more about polygraph through me, than in a
school. They just practice all day with old equipment (analog
instruments).
9. We were instructed to only advertise in the 805 area code (Ventura
County) and further north.
10. Do not have clients sign a consent form authorizing audio and
video recording because no one ever sues a polygraph examiner.
11. We must charge $395.00 and no less because that is the industry
standard. Otherwise we will step on other examiners toes (meaning
we would make him mad).
12. Use only the MGQT test because that’s what everyone uses-even
the FBI, the other ones are useless.
13. Do not use question templates in the computer, but rather just write
your questions on a piece of paper and read from that.
Information John told us….
1. He shot someone.
2. He still carries a firearm with him, even though his permit to carry a
gun was revoked by the state.
3. He is still involved in Private Investigative work (his license was
revoked). He conducts this work through his secretary/receptionist,
Ms. Lisa Javoric.
4. He met Lisa Javoric in a polygraph academy where he is still
teaching.
5. She has been working for him for approximately 1-½ years.

6. He has a girlfriend named Jesika Floyd who is a PI in Los Angeles,
CA.
7. He claims he wrote the entire Private Investigator’s licensing test for
the state of California.
8. He sells a PI book to prepare investigators for the PI licensing exam.
9. He has had to “correct” other examiners work (and badmouthed
them).
10. One of his daughters attended a Polygraph school, even though he
did not recommend schooling to us.
11. He claims he is married, but wants to meet a “girlfriend.”
12. He has 2 offices in the San Fernando Valley, but we always had to
meet at a Chinese restaurant (referred by him as “ The Gook
restaurant”).
13. He insultingly states the acronym APA stands for the “Amateur
Polygraph Association” and his organization (PEOA.US) is the largest
in the Unites States.
14. He would refer us a lot of polygraph work from PEOA for a $95.00
referral fee. (Never happened)
15. He insulted Kory’s hair (“Dumb hair” or something similar) more than
once.
He promised us….
1. 1000 postcards for advertising (he denies that).
2. We could observe him conduct some polygraph examinations to
teach us the proper technique (not received).
3. He would be available to us regarding any questions or concerns.
We had to go through Lisa instead (she was always extremely rude
and short) and we hardly ever heard back from her or John
4. How to properly conduct polygraph tests.

5. Help with formulating all the questions (never happened).
Overall, we did not learn much from him - what we did learn was old
school or false!
Other information…
Kory owns a house in Bullhead City, AZ and since J.G. found out about the
house, he is now advertising in Bullhead City (on Polygraphplace.com).
He wasn’t before.
The first day that Kory attended Marston, his wife received a phone call
from John saying that Kory should have told him that he was going to go
to an academy because he could have gotten him a deal on the price
since he knows people there and that Kory should call him back
immediately.
A few days later a female called my cell phone, upset and yelling, but
due to a bad signal I was unable to identify the caller or what was said. It
was a blocked call.
Information has been leaking out of the Marston Academy classroom to
Grogan and he uses it to give Marston and Kory Turk bad names. Grogan
contends we are the ones who put all the information about Marston and
the CAPE seminar on Anti-polygraph.org. [Why would we put our own
newspaper article on this website and make ourselves look bad?]
We strongly believe that Mr. Tom Whiteaker (one of the 3 students at
Marston) is involved, since he informed Kory that he has known J.G. for 25
years and is a good friend of his.
Lisa Javoric could be Tom’s girlfriend and also works for him as a P.I. She
also works for Grogan.
Grogan put our newspaper article on Antipolygraph.org stating we are a
fraudulent business. He called the editor of the newspaper and registered
a major complaint against us.
Still to this day we receive “blocked” phone calls and hang ups
constantly. We have reason to believe J.G. or one of his many friends is
behind this.
Also, we have received many e-mails and calls (from J.G. and others)
regarding polygraph assignments all over the state of California, ever

since he harassed us about Polygraphplace.com, but none of the calls
ever worked out.

Maria-Christina Turk

